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ABSTRACT

This chapter is willing to shed some light on virtual currencies (VCs) and cybercrimes in International 
Business. In recent years, Cybercrime is a major concern for the global community. Besides, virtual cur-
rency (VC) has made a transformational impact on purchasing habits on a global scale. The advantages 
VC provides and the difficulty to control it cause the problem of the possibility of committing cybercrimes 
in the virtual environment. The freedom of VCs provides and the difficulties in controlling it facilitate 
the realization of crimes like money laundering and finance of terrorism in the virtual environment. 
Our research demonstrates the structural and legal status of VCs, the different regulations in various 
countries and the cybercrimes committed via VCs.

INTRODUCTION

The term “globalization” is full of meanings in economic literature and essentially understood as a 
symbol of wealth: It is an important tool that shifts all productive sectors to a different level. The type 
of changes delivered by this phenomenon has been felt in the economic, political, social and technologi-
cal systems. Moreover, technology seems to be the most highlighted topic in scientific studies (Maftei, 
2014). In recent years, a radical revolution has come in socio-economic and communication transaction 
by the internet. Due to increasing importance of the internet, an integral dimension of the 21st Century 
is the Cyberspace (Harknett & Stever, 2009; Kamal, Chowdhury, Haque, Chowdhury, & Islam, 2012).

The internet has become a fruitful ground for criminals to regain funds to back their operations which 
are realized by participating in activities ranging from credit card theft using key logging, phishing and 
hacking attacks to money laundering (Irwin, Slay, Choo, & Lui, 2014). As the Internet technologies 
advance, the money launderers, terrorism financiers and criminals also advance themselves to use the 
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internet for illicit and illegal activity (Irwin et al., 2014). Furthermore, conventional organized crime groups 
have become growingly involved in cybercrime issues (Broadhurst, Grabosky, Alazab, & Chon, 2014).

With regards to these developments, VCs or ‘cryptocurrencies’ have evolved immensely and are 
quickly establishing themselves as a system of payment. Today, the VCs as multibillion-dollar venture 
has a dual potential as both an investment and an electronic medium of exchange (Lee, Long, McRae, 
Steiner, & Gosnell Handler, 2015).

In the financial markets, Bitcoin is the most popular and fascinating virtual currency among cryptocur-
rencies. There is no central authority that issues this currency. Thus, the Bitcoin has been controversial 
ever since its popularity and it was accompanied by increased popular interest that reached high levels 
(Kristoufek, 2015).

It is well known that global authorities including The Financial Action Task Force (FATF), Interpol, 
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), Europol and G7 have long been concerned 
about the state of regulation on digital currencies. This is due to the potential for the new technology to 
be used by groups seeking to support various illicit activities (http://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-paris-
and-terrorism-what-the-media-got-wrong/). In this paper Cybercrimes via VCs will be examined below.

BACKGROUND

When we are examining the history of modern computing as a mainframe business, it dates back to after 
the World War II. Given the enormous increase in the number of computers, it is not surprising that 
computer crime started to develop a topic in the 1960s. Using computers to ‘‘harm’’ persons did not 
become a problematic concern until the 1980s when the ‘‘personal computer’’ emerged (Brenner, 2010).

In this regard, cybercrime first coined by William Gibson (1982) and then popularized in his novel 
‘’Neuromancer’’ in 1984 (Giddens, 2006). The first remarkable cybercrime case can be attributed to a 
guy called John Draper in 1971. He smartly figured out that he could make long-distance phone calls for 
free by using a toy whistle to trick the phone system (Wozniak&Smith, 2006). Cybercrime is a reality 
of the world today.

With the development of the internet, VCs and mobile payments have become important play-actors 
in the way people utilize payment systems in modern day society. In 1996 a physician Douglas Johnson 
generated an online digital currency called e-gold that would be fully backed by actual real gold stored in 
several locations around the world. In January 2009 a new cryptocurrency called Bitcoin was developed 
by a Japanese man named Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin have seen exponential growth in the following 
years. Some criminal groups viewed this new technology as an opportunity to commit for various of-
fenses (Healy & Li, 2016).

After that the concept becomes more sophisticated and important issue and scholars have started to 
pay closer attention to the subject (Wall, 2007). The literature includes several studies examining the 
issues and challenges of cybercrimes via virtual currencies.

Issues, Controversies, Problems

Today, most of the developed countries close to accomplishing almost a cashless society. This makes 
way for new technologies to be presented into the payment sector (Healy & Li, 2016). New technologies 
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